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Corridors and cost optimization
. The design principles mentioned the aforesaid OM shall supersede
policy, wherever applicable.
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traffic (PCU) and the present lane status of the stretch:
Sr.

Present traffic

Present

No.

including
Induced traffic

Lane

End Lane
Status

Stage development

ROW

Status

(PCU)
(i)

Upto 20,000
PC Us

(ii)

20,000 - 30,000
PCUs

(iii)

(iv)

30,000 - 40,000
PCUs onwards
40,000PCUs
onwards

Upto 2L+PS
Upto 2L+PS

8 Lane

4 lane highway with 4 lane
structures

?Om

Blane

6 lane highway with &-lane
structures

70rn

Upto 2L+PS

8 lane

Uptc 2LtPS
12 lane

8 lane highway with 8 lane
structures

8 lane highway with 8 lane
structures + Service Roads in
urban areas

(v)

;•

40,000 PCUs

onwards

B.

4-Lane

6/8-Lane
;,

• OpUon of a Green-filed
alignment or 8 lane with 8lane structures {where
lifecycle cost is lower)
• 6 lane with 6 lane
structures. in cases, where
portion of the corridor has
been 6 laned or 6 lane
structures have already
been developed on 4 lane
highway or Cost of land
acquisition for brown-field
expansion is prohibitive.

70m

100 m

70m

For Inter-corridors/ Feeder Routes
Inter Corridor and Feeder Routes are to be developed to a m101murn 4-lane
standards with partial access control. In cases where the traffic growth for such
inter-corridors/ feeder routes is expected to be very high, the same guidelines as
mentioned above for economic corridors on end-lane status and stage
construction shall be applicable for Inter Corridor and Feeder Routes.

2.

Adoption of Highway/ Expressway standards
Standards for Expressways and National Highways were compared across
different attributes and the standards for Economic Corridors were decided, as
provided below

Attribute

Expressways

National Highway

Economic Corridor

Design Speed

120 kmph/ 100
kmph

100 kmph/ 80 kmph

120kmph/100 kmph

Lane Width

3.75m

3.5 m

3.5 m

(a) 4 m incase of traffic< 40,000
Median Width

L_

4m
II

PCU
(b) 20 min case of traffic> 40,000
PCU to accommodate future
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1.5x1 . Sm wide conventional RCC drain . Further , pipe drain requires catch plt
(either brick/ precast RCC panel) at 20 to 30m interval and relatively costlier

f.

I

than RCC rectangular drain . The chair suggested to look into this aspect again

regarding functional superiority of rectangular drain vs. pipe drain keeping in
view the example of road side drains in Chandigarh city and carry out rate

analysis again for decision in this regard later. Till such decision , the DPR
consultant should study both the options and give his considered
recommendation, especially when the size of dta of the pipe has to be linked
with the incidence of rainfall data in that area.
7.

Selection of type of Interchanges
The type on interchanges associated with their functionality and cost were
presented and it was decided that proper turning motion studies shall be
conducted and full clover leaf, dumbbell interchange, diamond interchange,
VUP / VOP I LVUP /SVUP shall be proposed based on the conflicting traffic.

8.

Provision of Toe Wall on the extreme Boundary of RoW:
It was observed that encroachments on the acquired Right of Way for road
corridors affects future expansion. It was decided that pre -cast Toe-walls shall
~

be provided along the Right of Way.

9.

Utility Corridors:
It was also decided that provision shall be earmarked for a 2m wide Utility

Corridor at the extreme edges of the RoW on each side in all greenfield projects .
further, a separate policy shall be prepared for development, operation and
regt.1latlon of utility corridors for different Utilities.
Meeting ended with a vote of thanks to and from the Cha ir.
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Annexure · 1

List of Participants;

1.

Secretary, RT&H:

2.

DG (RD)ftSS

3.

Additional Secretary, RT&H

4.

Sh. B.N. Singh, ADG

5.

Sh. 1.K. Pandey, ADG

6.

Joint Secretary (Highways)

7.

Sh. R. K. Pande, Member (P), NHAI

8.

Sh. D.O. Tawade, Member (T), NHAI

9.

Sh. Niraj Verma, Member(PPP),NHAI

10.

Sh. Manoj Kumar, CGM(T),NHAI

11.

Sh. Ajmer Singh, CGM(T),NHAI

12.

Sh Alok Deepankar, CGM(T),NHAI
'I,

13.

Sh Atul Kumar, CGM(T), NHAI;

14.

Sh. Ravinder, GM, NHAI

In Chair
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